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earlier, we discussed how peer to peer distribution is a "dinner party effect" in that it encourages
selective exposure to others within similar social circles. tastes are in many ways culturally relative.
if two people share a native language, then language will be a shared cultural value that would
encourage similar customs, tastes, and hobbies. if two people speak different languages, then
communication is more difficult, and the two people would tend to develop different habits and
preferences. if two people share the same social group (e.g., race, age, gender, etc.), then they
might have similar eating habits, sports preferences, work experiences, etc. this proximity will
further encourage similar tastes and habits. the whiteness of the rap industry has been so taken for
granted, and so normalized, that music-related articles rarely call out by name the industrys
corrosive impact on black artists and audiences alike, and the artists and audiences themselves.
often, artists of color feel reluctant to speak out in part because of their white audience and in part
because they want a larger following. the industrys white monopoly on rap and r&b stifles both the
black artists and the audiences, providing a tainted record and broken record in the process. in fact,
it is difficult to think of any other american art form that operates within the same stark economic
and political boundaries. a film academy president recently argued that because black lives don't
matter in hollywood, black films should be blacklisted. however, some of the most important music
genres, such as "jazz" and "blues," were created by or for african americans. the earliest known
example of a jazz song is a recorded version of duke ellingtons 1935 composition, "breezin'." free
download movie downloading in minutes
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in the lead-up to tomorrow night's premiere of stranger things 2, evanescence is previewing a
"special performance" on the eve of the new season. it's a new song that sounds like it might be part
of a soundtrack, or perhaps a standalone single. the new track is super short, though, at just 200+
bpm, and does not have a real chorus. oberholtzer, rafael alves, and valeria di collu (2012) found
that only 24% of latinos with diabetes mellitus engaged in physical activity, compared to 53% of

white patients with diabetes mellitus. in their study, african americans with diabetes had a
statistically higher likelihood of participating in both aerobic and strength activities (68%). african
americans were much more likely than the whites to report that they consumed alcohol while in

prison. although alcohol abuse was typically frowned upon by both groups, the african americans felt
far more culturally free to consume alcohol. "i'm not in the industry, so i can take a drink," explained

one african american convict in a general discussion on the impact of prison on her life. "no one
made us stop drinking when we was locked up. i like to drink when i get out, just not to get drunk."
african americans' attitudes toward alcohol use and the criminal justice system did not change after

they were released from prison. indeed, the african american community seemed to have a fairly
strong social context for the consumption of alcohol, primarily because of the availability of alcohol

in their neighborhoods and the willingness of their neighbors to provide their own beverages.
interestingly, while both groups consumed alcohol in common contexts such as social gatherings or
while at work, the role of alcohol at other times of the day often seemed to differ. for example, the
african americans more frequently reported consuming alcohol before heading to bed, while the

whites more often drank alcohol at midafternoon or during the evening. whites were also more likely
than african americans to report drinking while driving or around children. in addition to alcohol
consumption, both groups reported engaging in a wide range of activities in their leisure time,

including music, reading, sports, and other pastimes. convict recreation trust, a charitable
organization that provides recreational activities and sports programs to inmates in british jails,

found in a survey that 39 percent of the white prisoners in england drink alcohol, compared toonly
28 percent of the african americans. these statistics serve to illustrate how the social contexts

associated with the consumption of alcohol are pervasive, and are clearly reflected in the social
interactions of both groups. further analysis of the whites' and african americans' experience in
prison illustrates their differing social contexts for alcohol and leisure time activities. the urban
nature of imprisonment as well as the high levels of unemployment and work-related violence

among the whites provide both an explanation and a response for their above-average consumption
of alcohol in prison. in contrast, a greater range of opportunities for social contact in the african
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american environment, as well as the social and economic support for leisure time activity when
released from prison, are more likely to be associated with the above-average consumption of

alcohol by african americans while in prison. 5ec8ef588b
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